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What’s 
the private company ?

What’s 
the private company ?

One concept for “company” !

A processA process in the society, 
which has the function 
to activate economy !

What is “Company” ?What is “Company” ?
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Physical sense of the amount of “money”Physical sense of the amount of “money”

◇ 1, 2, 3, … : 
If you count a number per one second, 

→ How long (time) for counting 100 mil.

☆Short Break 1-Ans.

◇Japanese GDP recently ?

5000 km

If you stack 10 thousand bills for GDP,

the total bills’ height is

3 Years

500 Tril. Yen
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What’s 
the Environmental Problems ?

What’s 
the Environmental Problems ?

The Answer is that :

The Environmental Problems 
is the opposite sidethe opposite side of

The Economic activities !

Resources ConsumptionResources Consumption

Total water
on the surface

100 %

Usable fresh 
water :

about 0.8 %
of total water

Over 99%:
unusable1 / 3

2.5 %2.5 %

◆ How much food do you have a year in Japan?

☆Short Break 2-Ans.

◆Usable water ?

◎Waste of meal a day ?○Food self-sufficiency of Japan ?

○Volume of food 
a person a year ?

Fresh
water

30 %
20 mil. 
dishes

1.0 ~ 1.5 tons

Definition of the “Env. Prbs.”Definition of the “Env. Prbs.”

Politics   by the people
for the people
of the people

◆“Democratic Politics” ?

Problems in the Environment
by the  ‘People’
for the  ‘People’
of the  ‘People’

★“Environmental Problems” ?

※Lincoln’s speech
in Gettysburg

☆Short Break 3-Ans.

◎ ”Environmental Problems” are 
human’s subjects in relation 
between any human activity and the environment

What is 
the “Management System” ?

What is 
the “Management System” ?

◇Tool for accomplishing the targets
◇Efficient business process
◇Tool for accomplishing the targets
◇Efficient business process

Target
(Work)

Plan

DoCheck

Action

The answer is that :


